
This is a train-the-trainer program. The Free With E team will be training your

lead trainers in each curriculum. They will then train their individual teams in the

material, and roll REAL TALK out within your church. This creates scalability and

sustainability to continue REAL TALK in your church.

We provide a national network of next steps. REAL TALK may awaken

deeply-rooted issues or past traumas which require specialized support. Some

may feel more comfortable seeking this support anonymously, through a third

party. REAL TALK acts as a catalyst to normalize transparency, authenticity and

provides protection within your faith community's culture. Next steps are vital!

To connect individuals with the best resources to meet their needs, contact

info@freewithe.com.

You are not alone as you roll out this unique program! The Free With E team

hosts monthly calls for REAL TALK trainers and leaders to gain support, ask

questions, and more. To join, email info@freewithe.com. 

We are grateful that you are embracing REAL TALK at your church! We truly believe

that new levels of breakthrough, freedom, transformative healing, and authentic

connections are coming, through this program. REAL TALK was created for your

entire church, from top leadership down to kindergarteners. It is designed to

systemically equip and awaken the Church from secrets and scandal while

empowering children to speak up if they are unsafe. It provides a new framework,

methodology, and language for discussing issues many in faith have shied away

from.

Here are a few important things to note as you roll out REAL TALK: 

Welcome To

REAL TALK



Attend the initial meeting to learn more about REAL TALK 

Sign NDA to receive a "preview" of REAL TALK materials 

Sign Contract and Covenant Agreement to receive access to REAL TALK

Dashboard

Complete Prep-Call to confirm details for how REAL TALK will roll out at

your church. This meeting is only for those making logistical decisions on

how to implement this program.

Complete EVERY LEADER Training with staff and lead trainers

Lead trainers complete train-the-trainer sessions with the Free With E team

Lead trainers train their team in their chosen curriculum

Launch REAL TALK (Every Man, Every Woman, Every Girl, Every Guy, Every

Kid) 

Lead Trainers/Staff are invited to join live monthly meetings with the Free

With E team

Assistance is available any time by contacting Info@FreeWithE.com.
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